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specific purpose of an attack. It can be stealing
data, doing the pedal to attack the network,
breaking havoc, etc. This is in contrast with malware
because malware randomly destroys in any infected
system.
- Persistent: In order to steal data, attackers must
identify vulnerability and evaluate the target's
existing security system. After knowing all that, they
invade the target, then access the target's privileged
server. From there, they must find the target data and
finally extract that data from the network. The whole
process can take months or even years. In order to
achieve the goals, attackers must perform many
different steps and attack on multiple components in
the system.
- Evasive: the APT attack is designed to evade most
traditional security solutions such as Firewall, IPS,
Antivirus, etc. In order to gain access to the target
server and avoid being detected by network
firewalls, attackers often use valid ports and services.
Meanwhile, the security device will not be able to
detect threats to the system, so it can't prevent the
attacks. Attackers often design unique malicious
code for each target and have never been detected by
anti-virus software because those malicious codes
aren’t included in the sample of anti-virus software.
When sending data out, in order to avoid being
detected by IDS, attackers perform the encryption of
data. At that time, the victim's data is stolen without
the victim knowing.
- Complex: The big difference between APT and other
attacks is that APT combines different techniques
scientifically and methodically to attack on targets
and security vulnerabilities in organizations. APT
can use a wide range of malware tools from simple to
complex. Malwares was created to exploit zero-day
vulnerabilities. Some techniques commonly used in
APT attack techniques include Malware, Social
Engineering, Exploiting Zero-day vulnerabilities,
and some other ways.
The above characteristics and process of APT attack
demonstrate that APT attack technique is very difficult to
detect. The studies [1, 4, 5, 6, 7] presented and evaluated three
current
main
approaches
for
detecting
APT



ABSTRACT
APT attack technique is an advanced and targeted attack
technique. This attack technique has been recognized as one
of the cyber attacks trend in the world for many years.
Therefore, the task of the early detection of APT attacks in
information security systems is very necessary today. In this
paper, we propose a method of detecting APT attacks based
on network flow analysis. Accordingly, network traffic data
will be processed into flow networks. Then we use machine
learning algorithms to analyze network flow in order to find
signs of APT attacks in the system.
Key words: APT, APT detection, abnormal behavior,
machine learning, network flow, network traffic.
1. INTRODUCTION
The studies [1, 2] presented an overview of the APT attack.
Accordingly, the APT attack is a form of concentrated and
targeted attack. It is designed specifically for each specific
target and object in order to seek valuable information and
send it out [1, 2, 3].
- The term "Advanced" is expressed in the ability to
hide and constantly change, making detection of
APT attacks very difficult and impossible for
conventional detection systems. The term
"Persistent" is expressed in identifying the specific
target to make the attacks, hiding, and exploitation in
each stage. Besides, "Persistent" is also shown in the
use of many different techniques and methods to
attack on the target until success. The term "Threat"
means that APT attacks conducted by coordinated,
targeted operation and highly skilled, organized, and
well-funded attackers. The studies [1, 2] presented
the characteristics and life cycle of the APT
attack. Accordingly, APT attacks include the
characteristics and processes as follows:
- Targeted: Attackers accurately identify a specific
target to attack and exploit. Their target is
usually specific
organizations,
individuals,
countries, states, etc. Attackers also determine the
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attacks: sign-based, based on behavior analysis, and based on
graph analysis. Accordingly, nowadays APT attack detection
technique based on behavior analysis is being widely applied
because of its effectiveness in detecting APT attacks.
In this paper, we propose a method to detect APT attacks
based on analyzing the behavior of network traffic. The
difference between our approach with the studies [1], [7] is
that instead of directly extracting features that represent the
behavior of APT attacks in network traffic, we will analyze
network traffic into flow networks and then use Random
Forest supervised learning algorithm to classify flow into
APT attacks flow and normal flow. With this approach, we
will not take too much time to research and extract abnormal
features of APT on network traffic while ensuring the
effectiveness of the detection method

answer-based features; Domain-based features; Time-based
features; and Who is-based features to detect APT malware
command and control domains (C&C Domain). The Global
Abnormal Forest and KNN machine learning algorithms are
used in this study. The statistical correlation analysis
technique is used by the authors to find out some of the new
abnormal features of APT attacks. However, the authors
didn’t present data sources from which these abnormal
features would be extracted.
In the article [10], the author used the correlation analysis
technique between DNS log and Network traffic, and some
machine learning algorithms such as KNN, SVM to detect
APT attacks. In the study [11], the authors used domain
behavior analysis techniques to detect connections to the
control servers of the APT attack campaign. In this study, the
authors used the Random Forest algorithm and 4 main feature
groups. In the publication [12], the authors proposed grouping
correlated features of network traffic components to detect
abnormal connections of APT attacks. In addition, several
papers [13, 14, 15, 16] presented various methods for
detecting APT attacks based on flow.
In
this
paper, we propose
using Network
Traffic behavior analysis
techniques to
detect
APT
attacks. With analyzing Network Traffic into Flow networks
and then using machine learning to detect abnormal
connections, we expect to improve the ability to accurately
and timely detect APT attack campaigns. Our paper is
presented as follows: In section 3, we present a method of
detecting APT attacks based on flow behavior analysis. In
section 3.1, we discuss methods of analyzing and extracting
the behavior of network flow. Section 3.2 presents the flow
classification algorithm based on the features and behaviors of
flow that are extracted in section 3.1. In section 4, we present
the experiments of detecting APT attacks based on network
flow using the Random Forest machine algorithm.

2. RELATED WORKS
The APT attack detection technique based on abnormal
behavior analysis requires two factors [1]: 1) The data must be
large enough because the more data the higher the accuracy of
the detection process. Currently, solutions often apply big
data technology to store and extract information. 2)
Processing algorithm. These are algorithms to cluster data to
detect signs and behavior of an attack. In order to meet the
demands of APT attack detection, the algorithms must often
ensure clustering and processing in big data. Some theoretical
studies on behavior analysis techniques for detecting APT
attacks are as follows:
In the paper [8], the authors detected APT attacks based on
two factors: DNS log and Network traffic. For the APT attack
detection technique based on the DNS log, the authors used 5
feature groups: Domain-based features, Time-based features,
Whois-based features, DNS answer-based features; and
Active Probing features. These five feature groups have a total
of 14 features for detecting malicious DNS. The clustering
algorithm used in the paper is the J48 Decision Tree
algorithm. For the APT attack detection technique based on
network traffic, the authors presented 6 main features. After
detecting an APT attack on both DNS log and Network
traffic, the authors used a correlation analysis technique to
detect which computer addresses in the system were infected
with APT malware. However, in the paper [8], the authors
didn't present details of this correlation calculation method.
In the study [9], the authors combined the J48 Decision Tree
algorithm with 4 main feature groups: DNS request and

3. APT DETECTION BASED ON NETWORK FLOW
3.1 Selecting and extracting abnormal behavior of the
flow
In this paper, to analyze and extract features and behaviors of
flow from Network traffic, we use the CICFlowMeter
tool [17]. The CICFlowMeter tool has the function of
analyzing network traffic into network flows and features of
network flows. Table 1 below lists the main features of
network flow.:

Table 1: List of features
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Feature
fl_dur
tot_fw_pk
tot_bw_pk
tot_l_fw_pkt
fw_pkt_l_max
fw_pkt_l_min
fw_pkt_l_avg

Description
Flow duration
Total packets in the forward direction
Total packets in the backward direction
Total size of packet in forward direction
Maximum size of packet in forward direction
Minimum size of packet in forward direction
Average size of packet in forward direction
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

fw_pkt_l_std
Bw_pkt_l_max
Bw_pkt_l_min
Bw_pkt_l_avg
Bw_pkt_l_std
fl_byt_s
fl_pkt_s
fl_iat_avg
fl_iat_std
fl_iat_max
fl_iat_min
fw_iat_tot
fw_iat_avg
fw_iat_std
fw_iat_max
fw_iat_min
bw_iat_tot
bw_iat_avg
bw_iat_std
bw_iat_max
bw_iat_min
fw_psh_flag
bw_psh_flag
fw_urg_flag
bw_urg_flag
fw_hdr_len
bw_hdr_len
fw_pkt_s
bw_pkt_s
pkt_len_min
pkt_len_max
pkt_len_avg
pkt_len_std
pkt_len_va
fin_cnt
syn_cnt
rst_cnt
pst_cnt
ack_cnt
urg_cnt
cwe_cnt
ece_cnt
down_up_ratio
pkt_size_avg
fw_seg_avg
bw_seg_avg
fw_byt_blk_avg
fw_pkt_blk_avg
fw_blk_rate_avg
bw_byt_blk_avg
bw_pkt_blk_avg
bw_blk_rate_avg
subfl_fw_pk

Standard deviation size of packet in forward direction
Maximum size of packet in backward direction
Minimum size of packet in backward direction
Mean size of packet in backward direction
Standard deviation size of packet in backward direction
flow byte rate that is number of packets transferred per second
flow packets rate that is number of packets transferred per second
Average time between two flows
Standard deviation time two flows
Maximum time between two flows
Minimum time between two flows
Total time between two packets sent in the forward direction
Mean time between two packets sent in the forward direction
Standard deviation time between two packets sent in the forward direction
Maximum time between two packets sent in the forward direction
Minimum time between two packets sent in the forward direction
Total time between two packets sent in the backward direction
Mean time between two packets sent in the backward direction
Standard deviation time between two packets sent in the backward direction
Maximum time between two packets sent in the backward direction
Minimum time between two packets sent in the backward direction
Number of times the PSH flag was set in packets travelling in the forward direction
(0 for UDP)
Number of times the PSH flag was set in packets travelling in the backward
direction (0 for UDP)
Number of times the URG flag was set in packets travelling in the forward direction
(0 for UDP)
Number of times the URG flag was set in packets travelling in the backward
direction (0 for UDP)
Total bytes used for headers in the forward direction
Total bytes used for headers in the forward direction
Number of forward packets per second
Number of backward packets per second
Minimum length of a flow
Maximum length of a flow
Mean length of a flow
Standard deviation length of a flow
Minimum inter-arrival time of packet
Number of packets with FIN
Number of packets with SYN
Number of packets with RST
Number of packets with PUSH
Number of packets with ACK
Number of packets with URG
Number of packets with CWE
Number of packets with ECE
Download and upload ratio
Average size of packet
Average size observed in the forward direction
Average size observed in the backward direction
Average number of bytes bulk rate in the forward direction
Average number of packets bulk rate in the forward direction
Average number of bulk rate in the forward direction
Average number of bytes bulk rate in the backward direction
Average number of packets bulk rate in the backward direction
Average number of bulk rate in the backward direction
The average number of packets in a sub flow in the forward direction
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62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

subfl_fw_byt
subfl_bw_pkt
subfl_bw_byt
fw_win_byt
bw_win_byt
Fw_act_pkt
fw_seg_min
atv_avg
atv_std
atv_max
atv_min
idl_avg
idl_std
idl_max
idl_min

The average number of bytes in a sub flow in the forward direction
The average number of packets in a sub flow in the backward direction
The average number of bytes in a sub flow in the backward direction
Number of bytes sent in initial window in the forward direction
# of bytes sent in initial window in the backward direction
# of packets with at least 1 byte of TCP data payload in the forward direction
Minimum segment size observed in the forward direction
Mean time a flow was active before becoming idle
Standard deviation time a flow was active before becoming idle
Maximum time a flow was active before becoming idle
Minimum time a flow was active before becoming idle
Mean time a flow was idle before becoming active
Standard deviation time a flow was idle before becoming active
Maximum time a flow was idle before becoming active
Minimum time a flow was idle before becoming active

access to social networking sites such as Facebook, Youtube
or normal web pages such as Google, Stack Overflow, etc.).
This data is collected within 2 weeks. After the collection
process, we obtained 199,885 normal network flows. The
experimental scenario is implemented in 3 scenarios as
follows:
Scenario 1: Aggregating APT attack malware data from the
Malware Capture data set except the Gh0stRAT data set.
From this data set, randomly dividing data of each malware at
the rate of 70% for training and 30% for testing, and then
building model.
Scenario 2: To create objectivity, using the model in scenario
1 to predict the result of identifying the Gh0stRAT data set.
Scenario 3: Aggregating APT attack malware data from the
Malware Capture data except the Gh0stRAT and the network
flow data collected from PCs accessing social networking
sites, newspapers, etc. From this data set, randomly dividing
data of each malware at the rate of 70% for training and 30%
for testing, and then building model. The network flow data
collected from PCs is also divided equally in the 70-30
ratio. Then, two data sets are synthesized together to build the
model. From the obtained model, use the testing data set to
test.

3.2 APT detection method using the Random Forest
algorithm
In this paper, to classify flow into normal and APT attack
flows as a basis for the conclusion about signs of APT in the
system, we use the Random Forest supervised learning
algorithm [18]. In the Random Forest algorithm, to select
which feature is best suited to be the root node and which
features are suitable to be the next internal node, the Random
Forest algorithm can use Information Gain or Gini Index. The
principle of operation and the classification process of the
Random Forest algorithm are detailed in the study [18]. In this
paper, we will apply the Random Forest algorithm with
default parameters as in the algorithm's structure.
4. EXPRIMENTS AND EVALUATE
4.1. Technical requirements
To implement the algorithm, the programming language used
is Python 3.6. With the number of flows greater than one
million flows, the project uses the Apache Spark tool to build
machine learning models. Apache Spark is an open source
tool that is originally developed in 2009 by AMPLab at the
University of California. The experimental environment is
installed on a computer with the configuration: Intel Xeon 4
Core CPU, 8GB RAM, and 200GB HDD

4.3. Experimental results
4.3.1.

4.2. Experimental scenarios

Metrics

To evaluate machine learning model, the paper uses the
following measurements:

Experimental data was collected and analyzed from 29 PCAP
files in the Malware Capture CTU-13 dataset. This dataset
includes 6 types of malware from APT attacks consisting of
Andromeda, Colbalt, Cridex, Dridex, Emotet, and
Gh0stRAT [19]. After extracting features and assigning
labels, there are 1,722,352 network flows including 791,284
normal network flows and 931,068 network flows of APT
attack malware.
In order to create a balance between the data set of
the APT attack malware and the normal data set, we collected
clean data from servers (including servers of Mocha and
recommend system) and PCs (including the normal flows that

- TP (True Positive) is the number of APT attack network
flows that are correctly classified.
- FP (False Positive) is the number of normal network
flows that are incorrectly classified as ATP attack
flow.
- TN (True Negative) is the number of normal network
flows that are correctly classified.
- FN (False Negative) is the number of APT attack
network flows that are incorrectly classified as
normal flow.
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-

b) Experimental results for scenario 2

TPR (True Positive Rate) is the ratio of APT attack
network flows that are correctly classified.

Table 5: Confusion matrix for scenario 2

=

-

+
FPR (False Postive Rate) is the ratio of normal
network flows that are incorrectly classified as ATP
attack flow.

Prediction

=

-

+
TNR (True Negative Rate) is the ratio of normal
network flows that are correctly classified.

Reality

Normal

APT

8283

3

Normal

0

8285

Table 6: Precision, Recall and Accurancy for scenario 2

=

-

APT

+
FNR (False Negative Rate) is the ratio of APT attack
network flows that are incorrectly classified as
normal flow.

Precision

Recall

Accurancy

0.99963794

1

0.99981896

=

-

+
Precision is the ratio of APT attack network flows
that are correctly classified among those classified as
APT attacks.

Table 7: TPR, FPR, FNR, and TNR for scenario 2
TPR
FPR
TNR
FNR
0.99963794

0.00036206

1

0

=

-

+
Recall is the ratio of APT attack network flows that
are correctly classified among those that are actually
APT attacks.
=

c)

Experimental results for scenario 3
Table 8: Confusion matrix for scenario 3

+
Prediction

4.3.2.

Experimental results
APT

Prediction

APT

131594

1982

Normal

303164

147688

a) Experimental results for scenario 1
Reality

Table 2: Confusion matrix for scenario 1
Prediction

Reality

APT

Normal

APT

278727

555

Normal

22447

214992

Table 9: Precision, Recall and Accurancy for scenario 3
Precision
Recall
Accurancy
0.98516201

0.998012761

0.47118683

0.0945

0.00199

0.00649525

0.99350475

0.52881317

0.95548468
Experimental results in tables 2, 3, 4 show that the APT
detection method based on CTU 13 data set has given high
efficiency. Especially, the rate of false APT detection is low.
This proves that the approach of detecting APT attacks based
on network flow has worked well.
Experimental results in tables 5, 6, 7 for scenario 2 show that
although Gh0stRAT malware is not used in the training
process, the system immediately detected correctly about the
existence of the Gh0stRAT malware in the system when
applying the training model to detect Gh0stRAT malware.

Table 4: TPR, FPR, FNR, and TNR for scenario 1
TPR
FPR
FNR
TNR
0.9980

0.74390344

Table 10: TPR, FPR, FNR, and TNR for scenario 3
TPR
FPR
TNR
FNR

Table 3: Precision, Recall and Accurancy for scenario 1
Precision
Recall
Accurancy
0.925468334

0.47118683

0.905
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These experimental results prove that the system was well
trained to detect anomalies of APT based on flow features.
For the experimental results of scenario 3 (in tables 8, 9, 10),
we see that although the accuracy of APT detection is high,
the system still detected relatively many errors due to an
imbalance in the ratio between clean data and attack data. This
implies that the system still can't learn from other data when
the data set isn't standardized.

[7]

[8]

5. CONCLUSION
[9]
In this paper, we presented a method of detecting APT attacks
based on network traffic analysis techniques using machine
learning. With our proposal, we succeeded in extracting the
behavior features of APT malware based on network flow.
The experimental results in our paper show that our proposed
method is correct and reasonable. This proves that we can find
a way to represent information about APT through their
statistical features, instead of searching and extracting the
characteristics features of APT in network traffic because of
these features are difficult to seek and build. In the future, we
will analyze and evaluate the statistical features of network
traffic in order to optimize the process of selecting and
extracting this feature using deep learning techniques.

[10]

[11]
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